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Del HC: Quashes Look Out Circular Issued And Extended
Based On Revenue's Suspicion; Finds Violation Of Right
To Livelihood
Facts of the case:
Vikas Chaudhary (‘Petitioner’) was a director in two Delhi based companies, which were engaged in
the business of exporting garments to various countries. The companies had received various
Government certificates and awards.
On the basis of a Warrant of Authorization (‘WoA’) issued on February 5, 2019 under section 132(1)
of the Income Tax Act, against a third party, a search action was conducted at the Petitioner’s
residence in February 2019. During the search, certain documents (including the locker) were seized.
Upon a request made by the Respondent no. 3 (Income Tax Department) to the Respondent no. 1
(Ministry of Home Affairs) on February 25, 2019, the impugned Look Out Circular1 (‘LOC’) was issued
against the Petitioner.
The LOC was requested as the Tax Department was of the view that the Petitioner had undisclosed
foreign assets and interests in foreign entities, which were liable for penalty and prosecution under
the Act, the Black Money (Undisclosed foreign income and assets) and Imposition of Tax Act, 2015
and Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002.
The Petitioned filed a Writ Petition in the year 2020 before the Delhi HC against the search action
conducted by the Tax Department, which was dismissed on December 7, 2020.

1

LOC is a circular letter used by Government Authorities to check whether a traveling person is wanted by the police

Upon learning about the LOC, the Petitioner sought withdrawal thereof by approaching the
Respondents in 2019. The Petitioner also submitted an affidavit, deposing therein that neither he nor
any of his family members held any foreign accounts or any undisclosed assets.
However, upon finding that no action was being taken on his representations, the Petitioner, in
August 2019, approached the learned Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate (ACMM), New Delhi,
by way of an application seeking quashing of the LOC. On August 27, 2019, the ACMM while
suspending the operation of the impugned LOC, subject to certain conditions, granted permission to
the Petitioner to travel outside India, except to the UAE. Aggrieved, the Respondents preferred a
Revision Petition before the learned Additional District Judge (ADJ), which was allowed on
September 7, 2019. It was held that since the Petitioner was neither a complainant nor an accused
nor a witness in any matter pending before the ACMM, the order suspending the LOC was without
jurisdiction. The Petitioner filed a Writ Petition before the Court, seeking quashing the LOC.
Observations and Ruling of the Delhi HC:
The Delhi HC accepted the contentions of the Petitioner and quashed the LOC. While rendering the
decision, the Delhi HC has observed as follows:


The Office Memorandum (‘OM’) issued on Dec 5, 2017, brought about an amendment in the OM
dated Oct 27, 2010 by including, inter alia, a clause to restrict the individual from travelling
abroad, if found detrimental to India's economic interest. Thus, the OM of 2010 (relied upon by
Respondents) continues to hold the field.



When considering a challenge to a LOC, the Courts have a secondary role; and as long as it is
found that the decision of the authorities to issue the LOC is a reasonable one, the Court will be
circumspect in interfering with the authority’s decision to issue the same. However, there cannot
be any blanket bar on the Court’s powers of judicial review to examine the authority’s decision

to issue the LOC. In the light of the adverse effects that the issuance of a LOC can have on the
individual’s life, the Respondent’s plea that the Writ Court under Article 226 of the Constitution
of India should not review the decision to issue LOC cannot be accepted. If it is found that the
decision of the authorities is without application of mind to the relevant factors, the Court can,
and in fact, can come to the rescue of the individual. Thus, there is no merit in the Respondent’s
plea that this Court should not examine the legality of the impugned LOC.


In view of OM dated Feb 22, 2021, an LOC once issued, remains in force until a request for deletion
is made. Thus, the concept of an automatic deletion of a LOC (as contended by Petitioner) no
longer exists.



On invocation of the clause ‘detrimental to the economic interests of India’ by Respondents, the
HC observed that a mandatory pre-condition would be formation of a reasonable belief by the
originating authority that the departure of an individual would be detrimental to such an extent
that it warrants curtailment of an individual’s fundamental right to travel abroad. In the instant
case, the LOC hinges on an unsigned draft share purchase agreement and some WhatsApp chats
of the Petitioner, which are not conclusive and the response from the UAE authorities on
references made by FT & TR are awaited with regard to the Petitioner’s transactions and assets.
The Petitioner has produced certificates from the Government of Dubai, to show that the
allegations levelled against him are absolutely untrue and neither he nor his family members
own any asset or shares in any company in Dubai.



Except for the FT & TR references made by the Respondent no. 3, to the Dubai Government in
July, 2019, no action has been taken by any of the Respondents, to substantiate their allegation
that the Petitioner is involved in a huge financial scam or is involved in an offence under any
other penal laws. Thus, there is no active investigation in regard to the alleged economic offences
by the Petitioner, coupled with the fact that the Petitioner has, on 19 occasions appeared before
the Respondent no. 3. Mere suspicion of a person opening bank accounts in other countries and
of investing in a foreign company cannot, be accepted as the basis for holding that the Petitioner

being allowed to travel abroad would be ‘detrimental to the economic interests of India’. Thus,
the very premise of the LOC was suspicion, which continues to remain a mere suspicion and that
is perhaps, why no prosecution has been undertaken, either under the Black Money Act, Income
Tax Act or Prevention of Money Laundering Act, even after an inordinately long period of almost
three years.


Since the Respondent no. 3 is awaiting inputs from the Dubai authorities, it would be in the
interest of justice for the Petitioner to inform the Respondent no. 3, as and when he decides to
leave the country during the next one year.

Citation:
Vikas Chaudhary [TS-12-HC-2022(DEL)]
Our Comments:
The Court has intervened in this case, as the Petitioner’s right to personal liberty and right to
livelihood as provided under Article 21 of the Constitution of India was impacted. Of course, it goes
without saying that such matters are dependent upon facts of each case. However, the LOC can be
issued in exceptional circumstances, when the person against whom it is issued, may not be involved
in any cognizable offence.

Bom HC: Refused To Interfere & Quash Prosecution
Proceedings As There Was Prima Facie Case Against The
Assessee
Facts & Issue:
The petition had filed its return of income for AY 2009-10 on March 20, 2010. The case of the
petitioner was reopened under section 148 of the Act. The order was passed after making an addition
of Rs. Rs.34,25,377 being 12.5% of alleged bogus purchases of Rs.2,74,03,01. The AO had also issued
show cause notice under section 271(1)(c) of the Act. The case of the Petitioner for the same year
was again reopened under section 148 of the Act and an addition was made of Rs. 12,91,069, being
12.5% of alleged bogus purchases of Rs. 1,03,28,55. The addition was confirmed by the ITAT.
Thereafter, Revenue had issued a show cause notice dated November 22, 2017 to Petitioner as to
why prosecution under section 276C(1) and 277 of the Act should not be initiated against the
Petitioner.
Petitioner filed a reply on December 18, 2017 to the show notice for initiating prosecution.
Thereafter, a criminal complaint was filed against the Petitioner on March 26, 2018 and
consequentially, penalty was levied by the Revenue on May 2, 2018. Petitioner has filed writ petition
on July 12, 2021 challenging the order of sanction of prosecution dated January 25, 2018 and filing
of complaint.
Contentions of the Petitioner:
AR highlighted the instructions issued by Director (INV-I) and OSD (Legal), North Block, New Delhi
and submitted that prosecution under Section 276C(1) of the said Act could be initiated only when a
penalty exceeding Rs.50,000 is imposed under Section 271(1)(c) of the said Act, which is confirmed
by ITAT.

AR further highlighted the fact that the order imposing penalty was passed only after the filing of
the complaint, which order was yet to be confirmed by the ITAT.
Contentions of the Revenue:
DR referred to the provisions of section 276C of the Act submitting that the Revenue is entitled to
initiate prosecution whenever a person wilfully attempts to evade any tax, penalty or interest
chargeable.
DR submitted that the allegation against Petitioner was towards evasion of tax and there were prima
facie ingredients of the offence being conducted by the Petitioner.
Observations & Ruling of the HC:
HC referred to the provisions of section 276C of the Act providing situations under which prosecution
can be initiated.
HC highlighted the well settled principles that, before granting sanction, the authority must have
before it the necessary report and the material facts which prima facie establish the commission of
offence alleged for and that the sanctioning authority would apply its mind to those facts.
HC held that the order sanctioning the initiation of prosecution need not contain detailed reasons
in support thereof, but the basic facts should be apparent in the sanction order. It was held that the
said facts were mentioned by the sanctioning authority and had applied his mind.
HC also took note of the position of the Courts to interfere in the case of prosecution proceedings
being initiated and complaint filed.
Basis the fact of the case, HC held that considering the material on record, prima facie, the
ingredients of the offences under Section 276C(1) of the said Act are satisfied. Accordingly, there was
no need to interfere under extraordinary jurisdiction under Article 226 of the Constitution of India.

Citation:
Nayan Jayantilal Balu v. UOI [TS-1131-HC-2021(BOM)]
Our Comments:
The present decision of the HC has highlighted on the important aspect of the powers of the Court
to interfere and quash the initiation of prosecution against the assessee. The HC has refused to
interfere in such proceedings based on the fact that there was a prima facie case against the
assessee, which contains ingredients of offence being committed by the assessee. However, the
matter again comes back to the subjective question as to whether there is a prima facie case against
the assessee that whether prosecution can be initiated.

Del HC: Order of assessment under Faceless Assessment
Scheme making adverse variation in the returned
income without giving opportunity of hearing to
assessee is violative of principle of natural justice
Facts in brief:
In the case of the petitioner assessee assessment order was passed u/s 143 (3) and tax demand was
raised under section 156 for the assessment year 2018-19 under faceless assessment scheme
brought in by newly introduced provisions of section 144B of the Income Tax Act.
The additions had been made to the returned income in the impugned final assessment order even
though nil variation was proposed in the show cause notice issued under Section 142 (1) of the Act.
The show cause notice assessed a total loss of Rs.1,76,94,91,428/-, while the impugned final
assessment order and notice raised a demand of Rs.1,69,77,44,240/The addition to the income was made in the draft and finalised order on the ground that the assessee
had failed to furnish relevant details/ information in reply. The assessee pointed out that reply could
not be filed due to technical glitches on the Department’s portal and inspite of the said obstacle
reply was still filed by it vide e mail within the due date. There was compliance on the part of the
assessee.
Since there was a complete turnaround in the draft and finalised assessment order vis-à-vis notice
proposing nil addition, the assessee filed writ petition in the High Court of Delhi.

Order of Honourable High Court at Delhi
Petitioner Assessee’s contentions


Show cause notice was not given before the final order making addition to income. Show
Cause Notice, referred to in the final Assessment Order, was never served upon the petitioner.



The allegation that relevant details/information were not furnished before the AO was
without any basis. Inspite of technical glitches on the Department’s portal, the petitioner still
furnished its reply by e mail within the given time limit.



Denial of opportunity of personal hearing to the petitioner was violative of principles of
natural justice. The word used ‘may’ in Section 144B (7) (viii) in the context of grant of personal
hearing does not convey discretionary power but is mandatory in nature. Standard Operating
Procedure for personal hearing through video conference under the Faceless Assessment
Scheme, 2019 was issued by CBDT vide Circular F.No.Pr.CCIT/NeAC/SOP/2020-21 dated 23rd
November, 2020. Denial of opportunity to be heard rendered the order invalid.

Revenue’s contentions


Cases of violation of principle of natural justice can be summarized in two categories i.e. (i)
denial of opportunity and (ii) insufficiency of opportunity. The cases falling under the first
category, cannot withstand the scrutiny of law and are required to be set aside.
However, in cases where insufficiency of opportunity was complained of, the prejudice
caused to the person deprived of sufficient opportunity had to be taken into account before
any finding on legality of such proceedings was recorded. Personal hearing in assessment
proceedings under the Act is an added opportunity in addition to the written replies
submitted by the assessee and hence denial thereof would fall under the second category of
“insufficiency of opportunity”



The personal hearing is discretionary. He emphasised that under faceless assessment under
Section 144B of the Act, the assessee does not have a vested right to personal hearing.



The circular dated 23rd 2020 lays down procedure for a personal hearing requested by the
assessee. It lays down that personal hearing would be granted after considering the facts &
circumstances of the case, as follows:1. The Assessee has submitted written submission in response to the DAO.

2. The Video Conference will ordinarily be of 30 minutes duration. It may be extended on the
request of the Assessee or authorised representative.
3. The Assessee may furnish documents/evidence, to substantiate points raised in the Video
Conference during the session or within a reasonable time allowed by the AU, after
considering the facts and circumstances of the case.”
The personal hearing was thus discretionary and subject to fulfilment of aforesaid conditions.
Personal hearing would be allowed only in such cases which involve disputed questions of fact and not
question of law.
Ruling of the High Court


The word “may” in Section 144B(viii) should be read as “must” or “shall” and requirement of giving an
assessee a reasonable opportunity of personal hearing is mandatory.



A faceless assessment scheme does not mean no personal hearing. It is not understood as to how grant
of personal hearing defeats or frustrates the purpose of faceless assessment process.



The classification made by the Revenue by way of the Circular dated 23 November, 2020 is not legally
sustainable. The classification between fact and law is not founded on intelligible differentia and the said
differentia has no rational relation to the object sought to be achieved by Section 144B of the Act. The
right to personal hearing cannot depend upon the facts of each case.



An assessee has a vested right to personal hearing and the same has to be given, if an assessee asks for
it.

For the aforesaid reasons the High Court set aside the assessment order and the notice of demand raised pursuant
to the said order. The matter was remanded back to the Assessing Officer with a direction to issue a Show Cause
Notice and a draft assessment order and thereafter pass a reasoned final order in accordance with law.

Citation
Bharat Aluminium Company Ltd [TS-19-HC-2022(DEL)

Our Comments
Honourable High Court has duly reckoned the vital principle of natural justice which firmly runs through the fabric
of section 144B(1) of the Income Tax Act, 1961 and ensure that the administration being a quasi-judicial authority
discharges its duties in fair and just manner avoiding arbitrariness and discrimination in their functioning.
Amendments proposed in the Finance Bill 2022 in substitution of existing provisions of Section 144B bear vital
notice in this regard. The proposed provisions lay down the faceless assessment procedures in the Act itself and
provide that opportunity of being heard shall be granted to the assessee to present his case and make submissions
orally through video conferencing/ video telephony. The proposed amendment seeks to replace the word may in
the erstwhile sub section 7 by the word shall in its place.

Kar HC: Guidance Value Adopted As Full Value Of
Consideration For Capital Gains Under Joint
Development Agreement
Facts & Issues:
M/s Shankar Vittal Motor Co. Ltd. (‘the assessee’) was the owner of the land situated at Mangaluru.
They entered into a Joint Development Agreement (‘JDA’) for construction of a residential and
commercial complex on the said land. The assessee was entitled to receive 26% of the constructed
area as per the terms of the JDA. An addendum to the JDA was made on May 11, 2009.
The AO completed the assessment of AY 2010-11 (i.e. FY 2009-10) by computing LTCG on the land,
quantifying the sale consideration as the cost of construction for 26% of the constructed area
allotted to the assessee as per the said JDA. AO adopted the rate of Rs. 1250 per square feet on the
basis of letter given by the developer and computed the Capital Gains. On appeal filed before the
CIT(A), who allowed the appeal considering the guidance value, as the full value of consideration.
ITAT dismissed the appeal filed by the revenue.
Aggrieved by the order of the ITAT, revenue preferred an appeal before the HC.
Contentions of the Assessee:
Assessee submitted that there was no provision in the Act which contemplates as to how the full
value of the consideration is to be computed. Assessee placed reliance on the SC decision in the case
of CIT v. B. C. Srinivasa Setty ((1981) 128 ITR 294) wherein the court has held that no capital gains
can be computed on entering into JDA, as the Act did not contemplate the method of computation
of capital gains.

Alternatively, it was submitted that guidance value of the land which is transferred to the Developer,
shall be considered as deemed value of sale consideration. The Assessee also mentioned that
Section 50D as introduced in the Act is clarificatory in nature, which states that where the value of
consideration is not ascertainable as on the date of transfer than market value shall be deemed full
value of consideration. Assessee placed reliance on the decision of CIT vs Podar Cement (P) Ltd,
reported in (1997) 226 ITR 625 (SC) and CIT vs Vatika Township (P) Ltd reported in (2014) 367 ITR 466
(SC).
It was also submitted that the entire issue being revenue neutral, hence no addition is required.
Contentions of the Revenue:
The revenue contended that “full value of consideration” has to be interpreted with reference to cost
of construction. Section 50C is applicable where consideration is less then guidance value and
Section 50D which came into effect from April 1, 2013 is not applicable in the present facts of the
case.
Observations & Ruling of the HC:
Karnataka HC referred to Section 45 and Section 48 of the Act and noted that, with the exception of
a few provisions, capital gains are deemed to be the income of the previous year in which the transfer
takes place.
The main controversy in the present case revolves around the determination of full value of
consideration. In this regard, HC refers to the SC ruling in the case of CIT vs George Henderson and
Co. Ltd ((1967) 66 ITR 622 (SC)) which dealt with the interpretation of the expression 'full value of
consideration'. The HC did not accept the Revenue's contentions that provisions of section 50C and
50D are not applicable. HC noted that for the relevant period, no provision was available under the
Act in cases where the consideration received or accruing as a result of transfer of a capital asset by

an assessee was not ascertainable. Even in terms of Section 50D though applicable from April 1,
2013, cost of construction would not be the appropriate method to arrive at the full market value of
consideration. HC noted that the Revenue adopted the rate of Rs. 1250 per square feet merely on
the basis of letter given by the developer and was not supported with any particulars, hence there
was possibility of the developer giving an inflated figure to suit his requirements in order to gain
minimum tax on his profits by inflating his costs, and therefore holds that the determination of full
value of consideration based on developer's letter was not appropriate.
HC found that the entire issue was revenue neutral, notes the ITAT's observation, “even otherwise, if
any capital gains to be accrued in favour of assessee after receiving the possession of the property,
certainly that would also be subject to capital gains” and remarked that even if the built-up area or
any part thereof was disposed-off, after receipt of the same from the developer, Assessee would have
paid tax on the capital gains in the year in which such sale was executed
HC held that the guidance value of the land or the guidance value of the building was the
appropriate mode to determine the full value of consideration in the case of a transfer where
consideration for the transfer of a capital asset is not attributable or determinable.
Citation:
Shankar Vittal Motor Co. Ltd. & Another [TS-1178-HC-2021(KAR)]
Our Comments:
In the given case, the HC has ruled that the guidance value shall be considered as deemed sale
consideration in the year in which JDA is entered.
Section 45(5A) has been inserted by Finance Act, 2017 w.e.f 01.04.2018, wherein capital gains are
chargeable to tax in the year in which building is constructed and completion certificate is received
from competent authority. Further, as per section 45(5A), the stamp duty value, on the date of issue

of the said certificate, of the share, being land or building or both in the project, as increased by the
consideration received in cash, if any, shall be deemed to be the full value of the consideration
received or accruing as a result of the transfer of the capital asset.
This provision brings end to the controversy as to what would be deemed sale consideration and
what would be the date of transfer.

